Credit Union Qualifying Round

27th January 2018

R1
1. Name the President of the USA.
2. How many provinces are there in Ireland?
3. In which dance move do you drop the head and raise your elbows?
4. Which part of Pinocchio grew when he told lies?
5. What is the background colour of the Jolly Roger?
6. Who is the patron saint of Wales?

Trump / 4 / Dab / nose / black / David
R2
1. Complete the duo – Ant and ___ ?
2. What is a young elephant called?
3. How many pockets on a snooker table?
4. Which is the most common piece on a chessboard?
5. On which river is Cork city built?
6. What is the Morse code signal word for distress?

Dec / calf / 6 / pawn / Lee / SOS
R3
1. What is a breed of cow and a type of top worn by footballers?
2. What was the theme of the art competition in the Credit Union last year?
3. What colour are scarlet and claret?
4. Who is president of the Irish League of Credit Unions?
5. Where is Red Square?
6. Near which city is Bondi Beach?

Jersey / imagination / red / Moscow / Murphy / Sydney
R4
1. In which sport is the 6 nations contested?
2. How many lives has a cat?
3. In maths what is a number with exactly 2 factors?
4. What type of animal pulls Santa’s sleigh?
5. Near which city is George Best airport?
6. What word is given to a first voyage and a young woman?

Rugby / 9 / prime / reindeer / Belfast / maiden

Knocklyon

R5
1. How many months have exactly 30 days?
2. Which two colours are on the flag of Sweden?
3. Sir Roger Moore was which secret agent?
4. For what does the letter I stand in FYI?
5. The Chinese new year will be the year of which animal?
6. Which K is the stone on top of an arch?

4 / blue, yellow / Bond / Information / dog / keystone
R6
1. Equilateral, isosceles and scalene are all types of what?
2. Rebecca Rabbit and Suzy Sheep are in which TV show?
3. Ennis, Lahinch and Kilrush are in which county?
4. Nespresso is associated with which drink?
5. Kangaroos and wombats are what types of mammal?
6. By what name is an eggplant more usually known?
Triangle / Peppa Pig / Clare / coffee / marsupials / aubergine
R7
1. What orange plant is carved at Hallowe’en?
2. Hoola Aerobics use a skipping rope or a hoop?
3. Gaston and Maurice feature in which Disney film?
4. By what name is a light and the underground part of a daffodil known?
5. Alexandro Volta invented what item? [Hint AA and AAA]
6. Name the longest river in Europe
Pumpkin / hoop / Beauty & Beast / bulb / battery / Volga
R8
1. Name 2 Teenage Ninja Turtles.
2. In what are angles and temperature both measured?
3. Which Lady from Mayo football is now associated with the Sydney giants?
4. In sailing what is the front of the boat called?
5. With which girl group did Victoria Beckham perform?
6. In a church, what name is given to the platform from which a priest delivers a sermon?

Leonardo, Donatello Rafael, Michelangelo / degrees / Staunton / bow / Spice Girls / pulpit

R9
1. Name the most recent Star Wars movie.
2. What team does Pepe Guardiola manage?
3. In the Simpson what was the occupation of Otto Mann?
4. Near which city is Charles de Gaulle airport?
5. Rearrange REPLICA to create a device for measuring a distance between two points.
6. What salt water mixture starting with B is used to preserve food?

The Last Jedi / Man City / school bus driver / Paris / caliper / brine
R10
1. In which part of the body are the iris, the pupil and the cornea?
2. What heavy object moors a ship?
3. What container made of papier maché is beaten with sticks to reveal presents?
4. Who painted ‘Sunflowers’?
5. How many countries border Belgium?
6. Travis Kalanick is associated with something that has revolutionised transport in cities?

Eye / anchor / piñata / Van Gogh / 4 / Uber
R11
1. Marco ____ travelled to the East.
2. In PI (detective), what does the I stand for?
3. In the US it’s the bonnet of a car, in Ireland it’s a cover for the head and neck.
4. Appaloosa, Mustang and French Trotter are types of which animal?
5. An Irish toy company is associated with which doll with a cochlear implant? Name the doll.
5. What G is the study of handwriting?
Polo / investigator / hood / horse / Mia / graphology
R12
1. What metal has the symbol Cu?
2. Which planet orbits the sun in 88 days?
3. Tom ____, the American singer, died in October 17
4. By what c are a puma and jaguar known (not cat)?
5. The Pope’s ring is the Ring of the _____ ?
6. What A is a senior rank in the navy?
Copper / Mercury / Petty / cougar / Fisherman / Admiral

